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Abstract
In this paper, we prove that every m-th root metric with isotropic
mean Berwald curvature reduces to a weakly Berwald metric. Then we
show that an m-th root metric with isotropic mean Landsberg curvature
is a weakly Landsberg metric. We find necessary and sufficient condition
under which conformal β-change of an m-th root metric be locally dually
flat. Finally, we prove that the conformal β-change of locally projectively
flat m-th root metrics are locally Minkowskian.
Keywords: Conformal change, m-th root metric, β-change, Locally du-
ally flat metric, projectively flat metric.1
1 Introduction
Let (M,F ) be a Finsler manifold of dimension n, TM its tangent bundle and
(xi, yi) the coordinates in a local chart on TM . Let F be the following function
on M, by F = m
√
A, where A is given by A := ai1...im(x)y
i1yi2 . . . yim with
ai1...im symmetric in all its indices [4][9][14][15][16]. Then F is called an m-th
root Finsler metric. The theory of m-th root metric has been developed by
Shimada [14], and applied to Biology as an ecological metric [2]. It is regarded
as a direct generalization of Riemannian metric in a sense, i.e., the second root
metric is a Riemannian metric.
Let (M,F ) be a Finsler manifold of dimension n. Denote by τ(x, y) the
distortion of the Minkowski norm Fx on TxM0, let σ(t) be the geodesic with
σ(0) = x and σ˙(0) = y. The rate of change of τ(x, y) along Finslerian geodesics
σ(t) called S-curvature. F is said to have isotropic S-curvature and almost
isotropic S-curvature if S = (n + 1)cF and S = (n + 1)cF + dh, respectively,
where c = c(x) and h = h(x) are scalar functions on M and dh = hxi(x)y
i
is the differential of h [19]. Taking twice vertical covariant derivatives of the
S-curvature gives rise the E-curvature. The Finsler metric F is called weakly
Berwald metric if E = 0 and is said to have isotropic mean Berwald curvature
if E = n+12 cFh, where c = c(x) is a scalar function on M and h = hijdx
idxj is
the angular metric.
1 2000 Mathematics subject Classification: 53C60, 53C25.
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Theorem 1.1. Let F = m
√
A be an m-th root Finsler metric on an open subset
U ⊆ Rn.
(i) For a scalar function c = c(x) on M , the following are equivalent:
(ia) S = (n+ 1)cF + η;
(ib) S = η.
(ii) For a scalar function c = c(x) on M , the following are equivalent:
(iia) E = n+12 cFh;
(iib) E = 0.
Let (M,F ) be a Finsler manifold. There are two basic tensors on Finsler
manifolds: fundamental metric tensor gy and the Cartan torsion Cy, which are
second and third order derivatives of 12F
2
x at y ∈ TxM0, respectively. Taking
a trace of Cartan torsion Cy give us the mean Cartan torsion Iy. The rate of
change of the Cartan torsion along Finslerian geodesics, Ly is said to be Lands-
berg curvature [17][18]. Taking a trace of Landsberg curvature Ly , yields the
mean Landsberg curvature Jy . F is called isotropic mean Landsberg curvature
if J = cF I, where c = c(x) is a scalar function on M .
Theorem 1.2. Let (M,F ) be an non-Riemannian m-th root Finsler manifold.
For a scalar function c = c(x) on M , the following are equivalent:
(ia) J+ cF I = 0;
(ib) J = 0.
There are two important transformation in Finsler geometry: conformal
change and β-change. Two metric functions F and F¯ on a manifold M are
called conformal if the length of an arbitrary vector in the one is proportional
to the length in the other, that is if g¯ij = ϕgij . The length of vector ε means
here the fact that ϕgij , as well as gij , must be Finsler metric tensor. He showed
that ϕ falls into a point function. A change of Finsler metric F → F¯ is called a
β-change of F , if F¯ (x, y) = F (x, y)+β(x, y), where β(x, y) = bi(x)y
i is a 1-form
on a smooth manifold M . It is easy to see that, if supF (x,y)=1 |bi(x)yi| < 1,
then F¯ is again a Finsler metric. The notion of a β-change has been proposed
by Matsumoto, named by Hashiguchi-Ichijyo¯ and studied in detail by Shibata
[6][8][13]. If the Finsler metric F reduces to a Riemannian metric then F¯ reduces
to a Randers metric. Due to this reason, the β-change has been called the
Randers change of Finsler metric, also.
Let (M,F ) be a Finsler manifold. In this paper, we are consider the confor-
mal β-chenges of Finsler metrics
F¯ = eα(x)F + β,
where β(x, y) = bi(x)y
i is a 1-form on a smooth manifold M and α = α(x) is
the conformal factor. It is easy to see that, if supF (x,y)=1 ||β|| < 1, then F¯ is
again a Finsler metric.
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Let F = m
√
A be an m-th root Finsler metric on an open subset U ⊂ Rn.
Put
Ai =
∂A
∂yi
, Aij =
∂2A
∂yj∂yj
, Axi =
∂A
∂xi
, A0 = Axiy
i.
Suppose that Aij define a positive definite tensor and A
ij denotes its inverse.
The the following hold
gij =
A
2
m − 2
m2
[mAAij + (2−m)AiAj ],
gij = A−
2
m [mAAij +
m− 2
m− 1y
iyj ],
yiAi = mA, y
iAij = (m− 1)Aj , AijAi = 1
m− 1y
j,
yi =
1
m
A
2
m
−1Ai, AiAjA
ij =
m
m− 1A.
In [1], Amari-Nagaoka introduced the notion of dually flat Riemannian met-
rics when they study the information geometry on Riemannian manifolds. A
Finsler metric F on an open subset U ⊂ Rn is called dually flat if it satisfies
(F 2)xkyly
k = 2(F 2)xl [12][19].
In this paper, we consider conformal β-change of locally dually flat m-th
root Finsler metrics and prove the following.
Theorem 1.3. Let F = m
√
A be an m-th root Finsler metric on an open subset
U ⊂ Rn, where A is irreducible. Suppose that F¯ = eαF + β be conformal β-
change of F where β = bi(x)y
i and α = α(x). Then F¯ is locally dually flat if
and only if there exists a 1-form θ = θl(x)y
l on U such that the following hold
β0lβ + βlβ0 = 2ββxl , (1)
Axl =
1
3m
[mAθl + 2θAl + 2(α0Al − αxlA)], (2)
β[(
1
m
− 2)AlA−1A0 − 4Axl + α0Al] + 2[Alβ0 + (A0β)l] = −2meαAΨ, (3)
where β0l = βxkyly
k, α0 = αxly
l, βxl = (bi)xly
i, β0 = βxly
i, β0l = (bl)0 and
Ψ = α0βl + β0l − 2βxl − 2αxlβ.
A Finsler metric is said to be locally projectively flat if at any point there is
a local coordinate system in which the geodesics are straight lines as point sets.
It is known that a Finsler metric F (x, y) on an open domain U ⊂ Rn is locally
projectively flat if and only if Gi = Pyi, where P (x, λy) = λP (x, y), λ > 0
[7]. Finally, we study conformal β-change of locally projectively flat m-th root
metrics and prove the following.
Theorem 1.4. Let F = m
√
A be an m-th root Finsler metric on an open subset
U ⊂ Rn, where A is irreducible. Suppose that F¯ = eαF + β be conformal β-
change of F where β = bi(x)y
i and α = α(x). Then F¯ is locally projectively flat
if and only if it is locally Minkowskian.
3
2 Preliminaries
Let M be a n-dimensional C∞ manifold. Denote by TxM the tangent space at
x ∈M , by TM = ∪x∈MTxM the tangent bundle ofM and by TM0 = TM \{0}
the slit tangent bundle. A Finsler metric on M is a function F : TM → [0,∞)
which has the following properties: (i) F is C∞ on TM0; (ii) F is positively
1-homogeneous on the fibers of tangent bundle TM ; (iii) for each y ∈ TxM , the
following quadratic form gy on TxM is positive definite,
gy(u, v) :=
1
2
∂2
∂s∂t
[
F 2(y + su+ tv)
] |s,t=0, u, v ∈ TxM.
Let x ∈ M and Fx := F |TxM . To measure the non-Euclidean feature of Fx,
define Cy : TxM ⊗ TxM ⊗ TxM → R by
Cy(u, v, w) :=
1
2
d
dt
[gy+tw(u, v)] |t=0, u, v, w ∈ TxM.
The family C := {Cy}y∈TM0 is called the Cartan torsion. It is well known that
C=0 if and only if F is Riemannian.
Given a Finsler manifold (M,F ), then a global vector field G is induced
by F on TM0, which in a standard coordinate (x
i, yi) for TM0 is given by
G = yi ∂∂xi − 2Gi(x, y) ∂∂yi , where Gi(y) are local functions on TM . G is called
the associated spray to (M,F ). The projection of an integral curve of G is
called a geodesic in M . In local coordinates, a curve c(t) is a geodesic if and
only if its coordinates (ci(t)) satisfy c¨i + 2Gi(c˙) = 0.
Define By : TxM ⊗ TxM ⊗ TxM → TxM and Ey : TxM ⊗ TxM → R by
By(u, v, w) := B
i
jkl(y)u
jvkwl ∂∂xi |x, Ey(u, v) := Ejk(y)ujvk, where
Bijkl(y) :=
∂3Gi
∂yj∂yk∂yl
(y), Ejk(y) :=
1
2
Bmjkm(y),
u = ui ∂∂xi |x, v = vi ∂∂xi |x and w = wi ∂∂xi |x. B and E are called the Berwald
curvature and mean Berwald curvature, respectively. A Finsler metric is called
a Berwald metric and mean Berwald metric if B = 0 or E = 0, respectively.
Let
τ(x, y) := ln
[
√
det
(
gij(x, y)
)
Vol(Bn(1))
·Vol
{
(yi) ∈ Rn
∣∣∣ F(yi ∂
∂xi
|x
)
< 1
}]
.
τ = τ(x, y) is a scalar function on TM \ {0}, which is called the distortion.
Let
S(x, y) :=
d
dt
[
τ
(
σ(t), σ˙(t)
)]
t=0
,
where σ(t) is the geodesic with σ(0) = x and σ˙(0) = y. S is called the S-
curvature. S said to be isotropic if there is a scalar functions c(x) on M such
that
S(x, y) = (n+ 1)c(x)F (x, y).
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3 Proof of the Theorem 1.1
In local coordinates (xi, yi), the vector filed G = yi ∂∂xi − 2Gi ∂∂yi is a global
vector field on TM0, where G
i = Gi(x, y) are local functions on TM0 given by
following
Gi :=
1
4
gil
[ ∂2F 2
∂xk∂yl
yk − ∂F
2
∂xl
]
, y ∈ TxM.
By a simple calculation, we have the following.
Lemma 3.1. ([22]) Let F = m
√
A be an m-th root Finsler metric on an open
subset U ⊆ Rn. Then the spray coefficients of F are given by:
Gi =
1
2
(A0j −Axj )Aij .
Thus the spray coefficients of an m-th root Finsler metric are rational func-
tions with respect to y.
Lemma 3.2. Let F = m
√
A be an m-th root Finsler metric on an open subset
U ⊆ Rn. Then the following are equivalent
a) S = (n+ 1)cF + η;
b) S = η;
where c = c(x) is a scalar function and η = ηi(x)y
i is a 1-form on M .
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, the E-curvature of an m-th root metric is a rational
function in y. On the other hand, by taking twice vertical covariant derivatives of
the S-curvature, we get the E-curvature. Thus S-curvature is a rational function
in y. Suppose that F has almost isotropic S-curvature, S = (n + 1)c(x)F + η,
where c = c(x) is a scalar function and η = ηi(x)y
i is a 1-form on M . Then the
left hand side of S− η = (n+1)c(x)F is a rational function in y while the right
hand is irrational function. Thus c = 0 and S = η.
Lemma 3.3. Let F = m
√
A be an m-th root Finsler metric on an open subset
U ⊆ Rn. Then the following are equivalent
a) E = n+12 cFh;
b) E = 0;
where c = c(x) is a scalar function on M .
Proof. Suppose that F = m
√
A has isotopic mean Berwald curvature
E =
n+ 1
2
cFh,
where c = c(x) is a scalar function on M . The left hand side of E = n+12 cFh is
a rational function in y while the right hand is irrational function. Thus c = 0
and E = 0.
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Proof of Theorem 1.1: By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we get the proof.
By the Theorem 1.1, we have the following:
Corollary 3.4. Let F = m
√
A be an m-th root Finsler metric on an open subset
U ⊆ Rn. Suppose that F has isotropic S-curvature S = (n + 1)cF , for some
scalar function c = c(x) on M . Then S = 0.
A Finsler metric F satisfying Fxk = FFyk is called a Funk metric. The
standard Funk metric on the Euclidean unit ball Bn(1) is denoted by Θ and
defined by
Θ(x, y) :=
√
|y|2 − (|x|2|y|2− < x, y >2)+ < x, y >
1− |x|2 , y ∈ TxB
n(1) ≃ Rn,
where <,> and |.| denote the Euclidean inner product and norm on Rn, respec-
tively. In [5], Chen-Shen introduce the notion of isotropic Berwald metrics. A
Finsler metric F is said to be isotropic Berwald metric if its Berwald curvature
is in the following form
Bijkl = c{Fyjykδil + Fykylδij + Fylyjδik + Fyjykylyi}, (4)
for some scalar function c = c(x) on M . Berwald metrics are trivially isotropic
Berwald metrics with c = 0. Funk metrics are also non-trivial isotropic Berwald
metrics. In (4), putting i = l yields
Eij =
n+ 1
2
cF−1hij .
Plugging it in (4) implies that
Bijkl =
2
n+ 1
{Ejkδil + Eklδij + Eljδik + Ejk,lyi}. (5)
This means that every isotropic Berwald metric is a Douglas metric. For the
definition of Douglas metrics see [3].
Now, let F = m
√
A be anm-th root Finsler metric on an open subset U ⊆ Rn.
Suppose that F has isotropic Berwald curvature (4). By Lemma 3.1, the left
hand side of (4) is a rational function in y while the right hand is irrational
function. Thus c = 0 and we have the following.
Theorem 3.5. Let F = m
√
A be an m-th root Finsler metric on an open subset
U ⊆ Rn. Suppose that F has isotropic Berwald curvature. Then F is a Berwald
metric.
In [21], Tayebi-Rafie Rad proved that every isotropic Berwald metric (4) on
a manifold M has isotopic S-curvature S = (n+ 1)cF , for some scalar function
c = c(x) on M . Thus by the Theorem 3.5, we have the following.
Corollary 3.6. Let F = m
√
A be an m-th root Finsler metric on an open subset
U ⊆ Rn. Suppose that F has isotropic Berwald curvature. Then S = 0.
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4 Proof of the Theorem 1.2
The quotient J/I is regarded as the relative rate of change of mean Cartan tor-
sion I along Finslerian geodesics. Then F is said to be isotropic mean Landsberg
metric if J = cF I, where c = c(x) is a scalar function on M . In this section, we
are going to prove the Theorem 1.2. More precisely, we show that every m-th
root isotropic mean Landsberg metric reduces to a weakly Landsberg metric.
Proof of Theorem 1.2: The mean Cartan tensor of F is given by following
Ii = g
jkCijk
=
1
m
A−3
[
mAAjk +
m− 2
m− 1y
jyk
]
×
[
A2Aijk + (
2
m
− 1){( 2
m
− 2)AiAjAk +A[AiAjk +AjAki +AkAij ]}
]
.
The mean Landsberg curvature of F is given by
Ji = g
jkLijk
= A−
2
m
[
mAAjk +
m− 2
m− 1y
jyk
][− 1
2m
A
2
m
−1AsG
s
ijk
]
= − 1
2m
A−1AsG
s
ijk
[
mAAjk +
m− 2
m− 1y
jyk
]
.
Since J = cF I, then we have
AsG
s
ijk = −2cA
1
m
−2
[
A2Aijk+(
2
m
−1){( 2
m
−2)AiAjAk+A[AiAjk+AjAki+AkAij ]}
]
.
By the Lemma 3.1, the left hand side is a rational function in y, while its right-
hand side is an irrational function in y. Thus, either c = 0 or A satisfies the
following PDE:
A2Aijk + (
2
m
− 1)( 2
m
− 2)AiAjAk + ( 2
m
− 1)A{AiAjk +AjAki +AkAij} = 0.
That implies that Cijk = 0. Hence, by Deike’s theorem, F is Riemannian
metric, which contradicts our assumption. Therefore, c = 0. This completes
the proof.
By the similarly method, we have the following.
Theorem 4.1. Let F = m
√
A be an non-Riemannian m-th root Finsler metric
on an open subset U ⊆ Rn. Suppose that F has isotropic Landsberg curvature,
i.e., L = cFC; where c = c(x) is a scalar function on M . Then F reduces to a
Landsberg metric.
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5 Proof of the Theorem 1.3
A Finsler metric F = F (x, y) on a manifold M is said to be locally dually flat
if at any point there is a coordinate system (xi) in which the spray coefficients
are in the following form
Gi = −1
2
gijHyj ,
where H = H(x, y) is a C∞ scalar function on TM0 = TM \ {0} satisfying
H(x, λy) = λ3H(x, y) for all λ > 0. Such a coordinate system is called an
adapted coordinate system [15]. Recently, Shen proved that the Finsler metric
F on an open subset U ⊂ Rn is dually flat if and only if it satisfies
(F 2)xkyly
k = 2(F 2)xl .
In this case, H = − 16 [F 2]xmym.
In this section, we will prove a generalized version of Theorem 1.3. Indeed
we find necessary and sufficient condition under which a conformal β-change of
an generalizedm-th root metric be locally dually flat. Let F be a scalar function
on TM defined by F =
√
A2/m +B, where A and B are given by
A := ai1 ...im(x)y
i1 ...yim , B := bij(x)y
iyj.
Then F is called generalized m-th root Finsler metric. Suppose that the matrix
(Aij) defines a positive definite tensor and (A
ij) denotes its inverse.
Now, we are going to prove the following:
Theorem 5.1. Let F =
√
A2/m +B be an generalized m-th root Finsler metric
on an open subset U ⊂ Rn, where A is irreducible. Suppose that F¯ = eαF +β be
conformal β-change of F where β = bi(x)y
i, α = α(x). Then F¯ is locally dually
flat if and only if there exists a 1-form θ = θl(x)y
l on U such that the following
holds
e2α[2Bxl + 4αxlB −B0l − 2α0Bl] = 2(βlβ0 + ββ0l − 2ββxl), (6)
Axl =
1
3m
[mAθl + 2θAl + 2(α0Al − αxlA)], (7)
ΥlΥ0β = 2Υ[((Υ0β)l +Υlβ0 + α0βΥl − 2Υxlβ) + 2eαΥΨ], (8)
where Υ := A
2
m + B, β0l = βxkyly
k , α0 = αxly
l, βxl = (bi)xly
i, β0 = (bi)0y
i,
β0l = (bl)0, and
Υp =
2
m
A
2
m
−1Ap +Bp,
Υ0p =
2
m
A
2
m
−2
[
(
2
m
− 1)ApA0 +AA0p
]
+B0p,
Ψ = α0βl + β0l − 2βxl − 2αxlβ.
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To prove Theorem 5.1, we need the following.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that the equation ΦA
2
m
−2+ΨA
1
m
−1+Θ = 0 holds, where
Φ,Ψ,Θ are polynomials in y and m > 2. Then Φ = Ψ = Θ = 0.
Proof of Theorem 5.1: The following hold
F¯ 2 = e2α(A
2
m +B) + 2eαβ(A
2
m +B)1/2 + β2,
(F¯ 2)xk =2αxke
2α(A
2
m + B) + e2α(
2
m
A
2
m
−1Axk +Bxk) + 2αxke
αβ(A
2
m +B)
1
2
+eα[(A
2
m + B)−1/2(
2
m
A
2
m
−1Axk +Bxk)β + 2(A
2
m +B)1/2βxk ] + 2βxkβ.
Then
[F¯ 2]xkyly
k = 2α0e
2αΥl + e
2αΥ0l + 2α0e
αβlΥ
1
2 + α0e
αβΥ−
1
2Υl + 2e
αβ0lΥ
1
2
+ eαβ0Υ
−
1
2Υl + e
αβlΥ
−
1
2Υ0 − 1
2
eαβΥ−
3
2ΥlΥ0 + e
αβΥ−
1
2Υ0l
+ 2βlβ0 + 2ββ0l.
Since F¯ be a locally dually flat metric, then
eαΥ−
3
2
[
− 1
2
βΥlΥ0 +Υ(βΥ0l + βlΥ0 + β0Υl + α0βΥl − 2βΥxl)
+2eαΥ2(α0βl + β0l − 2αxlβ − 2βxl)
]
+
2
m
e2αA
2
m
−2
[
2α0AAl + (
2
m
− 1)AlA0 +AA0l − 2αxlA2 − 2AAxl
]
+e2α
[
2α0Bl + B0l − 4αxlB − 2Bxl
]
−4ββxl + 2βlβ0 + 2ββ0l = 0.
By Lemma 5.2, we have
2α0AAl + (
2
m
− 1)AlA0 +AA0l − 2αxlA2 = 2AAxl , (9)
1
2
βΥlΥ0 = Υ[(βΥ0)l + β0Υl + α0βΥl − 2βΥxl + 2eαΥΨ], (10)
e2α
[
2α0Bl +B0l − 4αxlB − 2Bxl
]
= 2(2ββxl − βlβ0 − ββ0l). (11)
One can rewrite (9) as follows
A(2Axl −A0l + 2αxlA) = ((
2
m
− 1)A0 + 2α0A)Al. (12)
Irreducibility of A and deg(Al) = m−1 imply that there exists a 1-form θ = θlyl
on U such that
A0 = θA. (13)
By (13), we get
A0l = Aθl + θAl −Axl . (14)
Substituting (13) and (14) into (12) yields (7). The converse yields by a direct
computation. This completes the proof.
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6 Proof of the Theorem 1.4
It is known that a Finsler metric F (x, y) on U is projective if and only if its
geodesic coefficients Gi are in the form
Gi(x, y) = P (x, y)yi,
where P : TU = U × Rn → R is positively homogeneous with degree one,
P (x, λy) = λP (x, y), λ > 0. We call P (x, y) the projective factor of F (x, y).
The following lemma plays an important role.
Lemma 6.1. (Rapcsa´k) Let F (x, y) be a Finsler metric on an open subset
U ⊂ Rn. F (x, y) is projective on U if and only if it satisfies
Fxkyly
k = Fxl . (15)
In this case, the projective factor P (x, y) is given by
P =
Fxky
k
2F
. (16)
Much earlier, G. Hamel proved that a Finsler metric F (x, y) on U ⊂ Rn is
projective if and only if
Fxkyl = Fxlyk . (17)
Thus (16) and (15) are equivalent.
In this section, we will prove a generalized version of Theorem 1.4. In-
deed we study the conformal β-change of an generalized m-th root metric
F =
√
A
2
m +B, where A is irreducible. More precisely, we prove the following:
Theorem 6.2. Let F =
√
A2/m +B be an generalized m-th root Finsler metric
on an open subset U ⊂ Rn, where A is irreducible. Suppose that F¯ = eαF + β
be conformal β-change of F where β = bi(x)y
i, α = α(x). Then F¯ is locally
projectively flat if and only if it is locally Minkowskian.
To prove Theorem 1.4, we need the following.
Lemma 6.3. Let (M,F ) be a Finsler manifold. Suppose that F¯ = eαF + β be
a conformal β-change of F . Then F¯ is a projectively flat Finsler metric if and
only if the following holds
eα(F0l − Fxl) = eα(αxlF − α0Fl) + (bi)xlyi − (bl)0. (18)
Proof. The following hold
F¯ = eαF + β,
F¯xk = αxke
αF + eαFxk + (bi)x
kyi,
F¯0 = α0e
αF + eαF0 + (bi)0y
i,
F¯0l = α0e
αFl + e
αF0 + (bl)0.
This completes the proof.
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By using the Lemma 6.3, we are going to prove the following.
Proposition 6.4. Let F =
√
A2/m +B be an generalized m-th root Finsler
metric on an open subset U ⊂ Rn, where A is irreducible, m > 4 and B 6= 0.
Suppose that F¯ = eαF + β be conformal β-change of F where β = bi(x)y
i, α =
α(x). In that case, if F¯ is projectively flat metric then F reduces to a Berwald
metric.
Proof. By Lemma 6.3, we get
Fxl =
2A2/mAxl +mABxl
2mA
√
A
2
m +B
,
Then we have
Fxkyly
k = (A
2
m +B)−1/2
[1
4
(
2A2/mA0
mA
+B0)(
2A2/mAl
mA
+Bl)(A
2
m +B)−1
+
1
2
(
4A2/mA0Al
m2A2
+
2A2/mA0l
mA
− 2A
2/mA0Al
mA2
+B0l)
]
.
Thus
F0l − Fxl = eα
(A
2
m +B)−
3
2
m2A2
[
A
4
m (mAAlα0 + (1−m)AlA0 +mAA0l −mAAxl)
+A
2
m (mAAlBα0 +
1
2
m2A2Blα0 + (2−m)AlA0B +mAA0lB)
+
1
2
mA
2
m
+1(mAB0l −A0Bl −AlB0 −AxlB −mABxl)
+
1
2
m2A2(BBlα0 +B0lB − 1
2
B0Bl −BBxl)
]
.
By (18), we obtain the following:
ΦA
2
m +ΨA
4
m +Θ = 0,
where
Φ = −mA
2
[
A0Bl +BoAl + 2B(Axl −Alα0 −A0l) +mA(Bxl −Blα0 −B0l)
]
− (m− 2)A0AlB,
Ψ = mA(A0l +Alα0 −Axl)− (m− 1)A0Al,
Θ =
1
4
m2A2
[
2BBlα0 − 2B0lB +B0Bl + 2BxlB
]
,
+ m2A2(A
2
m +B)
3
2 e−2α
[
(bl)0 − (bi)xlyi + eα(αxlA
1
m − 1
m
α0A
1
m
−1Al)
]
.
By Lemma 5.2, we have
Φ = 0, (19)
Ψ = 0, (20)
Θ = 0. (21)
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By (20), it follows that
mA(Alα0 +A0l −Axl) = (m− 1)A0Al. (22)
Then irreducibility of A and deg(Al) = m − 1 < deg(A) implies that A0 is
divisible by A. This means that, there is a 1-form θ = θly
l on U such that,
A0 = 2mAθ. (23)
Substituting (23) into (22), yields
A0l = Axl −Alα0 + 2(m− 1)θAl. (24)
Plugging (23) and (24) into (19), we get
mA(2θBl −B0l −Blα0 +Bxl) = Al(4Bθ −B0). (25)
Clearly, the right side of (25) is divisible by A. Since A is irreducible, deg(Al)
and deg(2θB − 12B) are both less than deg(A), then we have
B0 = 4Bθ. (26)
By (23) and (26), we get the spray coefficients Gi = Pyi with P = θ. Thus F
is a Berwald metric.
The Riemann curvature Ky = R
i
kdx
k ⊗ ∂∂xi |x : TxM → TxM is a family of
linear maps on tangent spaces, defined by
Rik = 2
∂Gi
∂xk
− yj ∂
2Gi
∂xj∂yk
+ 2Gj
∂2Gi
∂yj∂yk
− ∂G
i
∂yj
∂Gj
∂yk
.
For a flag P = span{y, u} ⊂ TxM with flagpole y, the flag curvature K =
K(P, y) is defined by
K(P, y) :=
gy(u,Ky(u))
gy(y, y)gy(u, u)− gy(y, u)2 ,
When F is Riemannian, K = K(P ) is independent of y ∈ P , which is just the
sectional curvature of P in Riemannian geometry. We say that a Finsler metric
F is of scalar curvature if for any y ∈ TxM , the flag curvature K = K(x, y) is a
scalar function on the slit tangent bundle TM0. One of the important problems
in Finsler geometry is to characterize Finsler manifolds of scalar flag curvature
[10][11]. If K = constant, then the Finsler metric F is said to be of constant
flag curvature.
Proof of Theorem 6.2: By Proposition 6.4, F is a Berwald metric. On the
other hand, according to Numata’s Theorem every Berwald metric of non-zero
scalar flag curvature K must be Riemaniann. This is contradicts with our
assumption. Then K = 0, and in this case F reduces to a locally Minkowskian
metric.
12
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